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About
RICARDAS BLAZUKAS
Operating from Kuwait, Ricardas Blazukas offers eclectic
creative solutions within Architecture, Art & Design fields.
We strive to create context-driven tailor-made projects with
careful attention to detail. We embrace local culture, heritage
and society and bridge with today’s modern life in order to
create meaningful and honest design to people. We take pride
in methodical work approach and uncomplicated yet profound
design as a result.
The studio specializes within the areas of architecture and
interiors, F&B and hospitality, retail and communication,
spatial design, public realm, exhibitions and curating, art,
product design & creative consultancy.
The concept of the practice is based on collaborations with
highly skilled and talented local and international creatives.
Prior to embarking onto an independent path, Ricardas
Blazukas worked as a design architect at leading multidisciplinary architecture firms BDP and Pace, in London and
Kuwait City respectively.
Ricardas Blazukas, Architect Designer
2012-2014 MArch University of Westminter, RIBA Part II
2007-2011 BSc (Hons) University of East London, RIBA Part I
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With
Who / Type / Location
Brands & Organizations
Abanos

/ Interior Fitout Contractor / Dubai

Almakan

/ Design Concept / Kuwait

* Audi Middle East

/ Automotive / Dubai

* BDP

/ Architecture Firm / London

Boano Prismontas

/ Architecture Studio / London

City Pages

/ Lifestyle Magazine / Kuwait

DO-U

/ Apparel Brand / Kuwait

* Dubai Design Week

/ Design Fair / Dubai

* Future Perfect

/ Gallery / New York

* Gastronomica

/ Restaurants Operator / GCC

* Hilton Hotels & Resorts

/ Hotelier / Qatar

* Jameel Arts Centre

/ Cultural Institution / Dubai

Jedareyat

/ Cultural Movement / Kuwait

Khaleejesque

/ Culture Magazine / Kuwait

Local Tees

/ Apparel Brand / Kuwait

* Mabanee

/ Real Estate Development / Kuwait

* Pan Arab Consulting Engineers

/ Architecture Firm / Kuwait

* Reebok / Al-Futtaim Group

/ Sportswear Brand / Dubai

Saffar Crafts
* Sheikh Jaber Al Ahmad Cultural Centre
Soundelicious.tv

/ Product Design / Kuwait
/ Cultural Institution / Kuwait
/ Sound Production / London

* Tashkeel

/ Cultural Institution / Dubai

* Van Cleef & Arpels

/ Jeweller / Dubai

Yarmouk Cultural Centre

/ Cultural Institution / Kuwait
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50 Years of Architecture in Kuwait

50 Years
of Architecture
in Kuwait
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Curation / Architecture / Design

50 Years of Architecture in Kuwait

50 Years
of Architecture
in Kuwait

Design

Ricardas Blazukas

Client
Pace

Venue

Multipurpose Hall at
Al Shaheed Park - 1,000m2

Services

Research
Exhibition Design
Content Curation
Project Coordination &
Supervision

Location & Year
Kuwait, 2018

Curation / Architecture / Design

Marking the 50th anniversary of
Pace, the exhibition celebrated
architectural and engineering
excellence in Kuwait by showcasing
the history of this pioneering
practice.

Ricardas Blazukas Studio was
invited to curate and design
a month-long exhibition to
celebrate 50 years of excellence
in architecture of the local
architecture firm Pace in Kuwait.
The exhibition borrows elements
of Kuwait’s iconic architecture,
and goes beyond just their
architectural properties to present
them as the dramatic sculptural
forms we recognise.
The permanence and brutal form
of the iconic Kuwait Fund building
is re-introduced to host interviews
with architects who have left their
mark in Kuwait.
The rich tapestry of Pace’s
architectural heritage is presented
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with a display of architectural
models abstracting façade details
and forms, shown alongside
an exhibition of ‘Pan Arab
Modernism’, where a fragment
of the upcoming architectural
publication of the same name is
previewed. On an adjacent screen,
rare video footage of Kuwait’s
built environment can be seen.
Pace’s current work is presented
as a show of colourful illustrations
reinterpreting some of Kuwait’s
most interesting architecture.
Finally, at the heart of the
exhibition, is the extraordinary
archive of this influential
practice, celebrating 50 years
of architecture and design
excellence in Kuwait.

Aidah - The Invisible City

Aidah - The
Invisible City
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Landscape Installation

Aidah - The Invisible City

Aidah - The
Invisible City

Landscape Installation

Aidah is a provocative representation
of a process, a diagrammatic
illustration of a portion of Middle
Eastern history translated into
architectural forms.

Illustration by Maria Eugenia Beizo

Design
Ricardas Blazukas
In collaboration with
Boano Prišmontas and support
from Abanos
Client
Dubai Design Week
Venue
Dubai Design District d3
Size
W15 x H30 m
Services
Concept Design
Installation
Project Supervision

The Middle East Region has
boomed in the last 50 years with
an economy based on oil. This
growth rate and the incredible
wealth has made the unthinkable
possible. Cities bloomed from the
arid desert and the whole region
became an incredible and alluring
place, attracting people from all
over the world. But this semiutopian development approached
its climax almost 10 years ago.
The region had to re-imagine its
future and create its own new,
enticing identity. This process had
to be planned and didn’t happen
spontaneously under the leveling
action of history, people and time.


Location & Year
United Arab Emirates, 2017
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Dubai’s time scale is on steroids,
and its future had to happen, now.
Aside from the obvious business
vocation, the new-unknown
identity focused on tourism, fun
and wonder. Now, events like
Dubai Design Week aim to widen
the city’s foundation spectrum 
and focus on art, design and 
architecture as active tools to 
make the city, a city.

Monumental Shadow

Monumental
Shadow

Public Realm Installation

Monumental Shadow is a kinetic
shelter concept that adapts to the
position of the Sun to cast the most
optimal shadow throughout the day.

N

W

E

S
Design
Ricardas Blazukas
Client
Audi Innovation Award
Venue
Old Souk of Dubai
Services
Concept Design
Location & Year
United Arab Emirates, 2017

’Monumental Shadow’ is a
practical installation that aims to
create an area of comfort for the
public during hot sunny days in
the harsh Middle East climate,
at the same time encouraging
people to collect around a focal
point, creating new gathering
and social spaces in the city. It
can be adapted within squares
and plazas, can act as a public
transportation shelter, or even
be used as an element of
regeneration in deprived areas to
create a practical yet social space.
Design of shading devices is
usually based on static horizontal
elements even though the
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position of the Sun is constantly
changing. A tracker processor
installed within the vertical
elements of ‘Monumental Shadow’
calculates the Sun’s position
using time, date & geographical
information and rotates the
elements accordingly to cast the
most optimal shadow at any time
of day. The shelter can potentially
be developed to be powered with
renewable solar energy.

The New Palace of Justice

The New Palace
of Justice
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Architecture Design

The New Palace of Justice

The New Palace
of Justice

Design
Pace
Client
Amiri Diwan
Responsibilities
Feasibility Studies
Massing Studies
Concept Design
Schematic Design
Facade Design
Visualisations
Client Presentations
Location & Year
Kuwait, 2016-2017

Architecture Design

A unique and modern design to
become the world’s tallest and
largest judicial building in the
heart of Kuwait City.

The project’s scope of work
involves the construction of a
12-storey government building
comprising 140 courtrooms
located at Al Qibla Area, Assima
Governorate, Kuwait City, Kuwait.
The project will be constructed in
two phases, The existing Palace
of Justice is fully functioning
and needs to be relocated to the
new building once phase 1 is
completed. The phase 2 entails
court-related departments of
the Ministry of Justice that are
currently distributed in separate
facilities, provided an opportunity
for expansion to meet the future
needs of the justice system.
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Ricardas was one of the leading
designers for the New Palace of
Justice project in Kuwait City.
Involved in early stages of the
project - feasibility, concept and
schematic design, he developed
a concept narrative and produced
massing studies, physical models,
scheme planning and detailed
envelope design. Ricardas was
also in charge of production of
in-house development visuals,
coordination of professional
renders as well as all presentation
materials.

New Maternity Hospital

Architecture Design

New Maternity Hospital
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New Maternity Hospital

New Maternity
Hospital

Design
Pace
Client
Ministry of Public Works
Responsibilities
Massing Studies
Concept Design
Facade Design
Visualisations

Architecture Design

Designed to become a state-of-theart, world-class, specialist maternity
hospital to service the growing
healthcare needs of Kuwait and the
GCC region on an international scale.

The Kuwait New Maternity
Hospital (KNMH), to be located
to the west of Kuwait City
within the Al Sabah Specialty
Medical Area, is planned by the
Ministry of Public Works (MPW)
in association with MOH as
the end user, to be a state-ofthe-art, world-class, specialist
maternity hospital to service
the growing healthcare needs of
Kuwait and the GCC region on an
international scale.

Location & Year
Kuwait, 2014-2015
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The new facility will bring together
all aspects of maternity care
into a single complex to form a
specialist hospital for Kuwait.
Total contract value of USD 817
Million.
Ricardas was part of a small
design team during the concept
design stage, particularly involved
in creation of an architectural
concept, massing studies and
envelope design. He was also
responsible for digital modelling
and concept visualisations.

Safir Fintas Hotel Extension

Safir Fintas
Hotel
Extension
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Architecture Design

Safir Fintas Hotel Extension

Safir Fintas
Hotel
Extension

Design
Pace
Client
Safir Hotels & Resorts
Responsibilities
Massing Studies
Concept Design
Spatial Planning
Facade Design
Visualisations
Location & Year
Kuwait, 2015-2016

Architecture Design

The programme of the new extension
would include an iconic 1200m2 onyx
marble clad ballroom, pre-function
space, additional 135 hotel keys as
well as shops and spa facilities.

The existing Safir Hotel &
Residences in Fintas were looking
to expand their facilities onto an
adjacent plot.
The design creates a bold
new image for Safir Hotel from
the Coast Road approach. An
ample new Ballroom will serve
as a local beacon, whilst 135
new guestrooms will reach out
towards the sea around a large
landscaped courtyard.
Demolition of the group of
36 service apartments on the
Southeast corner of the site
provides the opportunity to
extend the Phase II expansion
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to the front façade, whilst also
providing further acreage for the
Guestrooms wing.
Ricardas played an important
design role on the project, mainly
responsible for narrative, massing
and planning during concept
stage and focusing on envelope
design during the schematic
stage. Ricardas was also
responsible for all presentation
material including coordination of
production of visualisations.

Diyar Town Centre

Diyar Town
Centre
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Architecture Design

Diyar Town Centre

Diyar Town
Centre

Design
Pace
Client
Diyar Al Muharraq
Responsibilities
Competition Submission
Concept Design
Spatial Planning
Facade Design
Visualisations
Location & Year
Bahrain, 2015-2016

Architecture Design

Competition winning scheme. The
birth of new town centre in a unique
master-planned city. An exciting
development designed to become a
crossroad of modernity and heritage.

Winning the commission against
tough competition, Pace is lead
designer and master planner of
a new town centre in the unique
Diyar Al Muharraq development in
Bahrain.
The city will offer stylish
modern urban living set around
interconnecting waterways,
beaches, parks and promenades.
The Town Centre sits on a plot of
76,000 sq. m within the 12 sq.km
of the development.
The client called for a design
with souks, traditional retail,
restaurants and cafes and the
convenience of a hypermarket
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and drive-through restaurants.
And they wanted the centre to be
imbued with a sense of vibrancy
and life that represented the
community itself and the clients’
vision as a caring and visionary
developer.
Ricardas was one of the key
designers for a competition
winning submission. He was later
involved in development stages
up until completion of schematic
design. Traditionally, Ricardas
was also responsible for all visual
information - presentations,
renders, digital and physical
modelling.

King Faisal Corniche

King Faisal
Corniche
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Architecture Design

King Faisal Corniche

King Faisal
Corniche

Architecture Design

Competition submission for an
exciting beachfront location in
Bahrain’s capital city Manama.

Sculpted Water

Sculpted Water

Grand Opening
Design
Pace
Client
King Faisal Corniche
Responsibilities
Massing Studies
Concept Design
Spatial Planning
Visualisations
Location & Year
Bahrain, 2015-2016

King Faisal Corniche is a
commercial development on
a reclaimed
waterfront
area in
Grand
Opening
Bahrain. The project comprises of
retail area, F&B, hotel, residential
facilities and a marina.
The design concept is to
experience the bay at different
levels by sculpting and carving
portions of the water into unique
sets of islands just off the main
coastline. These sculpted water
islands like an archipelago
create a unique selling point for
signature restaurants.
The design strategy is to
redevelop the existing coastline
into a serrated edge allowing for
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more water frontage. By having
this formation retail as well as
food and beverage can capitalize
on the vistas and water features.
This strategy also creates a
concentration of retail and food
and beverage to surround the
inner courtyard islands.
Ricardas was one of the key
R2015 001 | REV 001
designers of the concept design
of a competition submission
responsible for architectural
design, modelling, visualisations
and all presentation information.

Page 5

Creative Arts Hub

Creative Arts
Hub
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Architecture Design

Safir Fintas Hotel Extension

Creative Arts
Hub

Design
BDP
Client
City College Norwich
Responsibilities
Massing Studies
Concept Design
Spatial Planning
Elevation Design
Detailling
Location & Year
Norwich, 2013

Architecture Design

Creative Arts Hub is an award
winning “House for the Arts”
designed to allow freedom of
expression within a variety of artistic
disciplines.

A Big House for the Arts
completed together with Director
Wayne Head and Senior Architect
Anca Mihalache whilst in practice
at BDP.
This building has a multi
functional programme for art
and drama based activity. Its
strong and pure architectural
frame means that it can absorb
its transient and messy activities
well.
The program was nominated and
won numerous awards:
Civic Trust Award 2014 Winner
RIBA Regional Awards 2014
Nomination
Building Awards 2014 Finalist
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Ricardas was involved in early
stages of the concept design,
planning submission as well as in
drafting technical details during
the detailed design stage.
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Desert Cast - Kuwait City Pavilion

Desert Cast Dubai Design
Week ‘18
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Sculpture / Product Design

Desert Cast - Kuwait City Pavilion

Desert Cast Dubai Design
Week ‘18

Design
Ricardas Blazukas
In collaboration with
Kawther Al Saffar
Jassim Alnashmi
Sponsors
Becarre
Bank Boubyan
LiFang International
Client
Dubai Design Week
Services
Research
Design
Production
Photography

Sculpture / Product Design

The project seeks to contribute to
the development of the Gulf region’s
design identity by hybridizing
between past and present, local and
borrowed.

The series starts from a critique of
the kitsch replication of Classical
architectural motifs in Kuwaiti
houses. Kuwait has struggled to
develop a context-based design
identity due to the copying of
Greco-Roman decor. Desert Cast
borrows the profiles that were
used for extruded cornices and
friezes for these homes, and
morphs them, to produce and
establish a Kuwaiti identity that
is rooted in its migrant history,
yet embraces its contemporary
image.
Desert Cast is an exploration of
locally available materials and
fabrication methods to reach a
local ‘maker’ identity. Different

Location & Year
United Arab Emirates, 2018/19
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Kuwaiti production methods
were explored, and reinvented.
Gypsum-moulding, for example,
is a method used to easily
reproduce Classical GraecoRoman architectural motifs, many
of Kuwait’s decorated mansions
and modest villas utilize this
affordable technique. Although
simple methodically, the end
results are formally elaborate and
considered “Oriental”.
Exhibited at:
- Re-Use, Kuwait, 2019
- Jameel Arts Centre, Dubai, 2019;
- Future Perfect, New York, 2019.

Hilton Sadu Compositions

Hilton Sadu
Compositions

Design
Ricardas Blazukas
Client
The Hilton, Pearl
Medium
Limited Edition Signed Prints
Extra Pure White Lake Paper
W84.1 x H59.4 cm
Services
Artwork Design
Production
Location & Year
Qatar, 2019

Art Commissions

An artistic exploration aiming to
define the key qualities of Sadu
patterns by decomposing them into
an alphabet of geometries, simply to
recreate them again using chance free from the composer’s will.

The collection is an experiment
of chance in creation of geometry
compositions.
Sadu patterns are sophisticated
works of art - woven geometric
patterns and symbols reflect
the traditional tribal lifestyles,
the desert environment and the
weavers’ creative self-expression.
Typically, all Sadu patterns
share similar shapes, colours
and scale, which become almost
indistinguishable from one
another.
The chance compositions are a
result of a thorough breakdown
and analysis of Sadu, recomposed
in different colours and scales
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highlighting the hidden intricacies
of Sadu patterns.
The signed edition of poster
artworks will be installed in 150
studio apartments of a newly
developed Hilton Hotel at The
Pearl in Qatar.

Ceramic Stools Collection

Ceramic
Stools
Collection

Design
Ricardas Blazukas

Product Design

Ceramic Stools Collection was
selected as a finalist project at
Van Cleef & Arpels x Tashkeel Middle
East Emergent Designer Prize
in collaboration with Design Days
Dubai.

The collection is a reinterpretation
of ‘growth’ examining new and
traditional materials and crafts,
with DIY production.

Client
Van Cleef & Arpels
Tashkeel
Competition
2nd Place at Middle East
Emergent Designer Prize
Services
Design
Production
Location & Year
Kuwait & United Arab Emirates,
2017
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Ceramic fibre insulation was
used to build a kiln which, when
fired with gas, would reach
up to 1250C. The lack of firing
precision of such DIY kiln was
accepted as an opportunity to
introduce moments of chance
within the glazes of the final
ceramic products. Finally, soft
poufs upholstered with colourful
Kvadrat wool were created
to lightly hold each stool and
complement the collection.

Reebok Heritage Wall

Reebok
Heritage Wall

Design
Ricardas Blazukas
Client
Al-Futtaim Group
Reebok MENA
Venue
Reebok, Electra, The Avenues

Art Commissions

‘Future Kuwait’ - a vibrant artwork as
a confident statement of Reebok’s
ambition to dominate Kuwait’s street
style.

The studio was commissioned to
create an artwork for the heritage
wall at the new Reebok store at
The Avenues mall in Kuwait. The
outcome is a beautiful typograpy
artwork associating Reebok with
Future of Kuwait represented in a
modern and bold aesthetic.

Services
Artwork Design
Installation
Location & Year
Kuwait, 2018
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The artwork was inspired by
an iconic Future Kuwait mural
completed by Ricardas Blazukas
in the heart of Kuwait City in 2016.

Geometry of Colour

Geometry of
Colour
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Art Exhibition

Geometry of Colour

Geometry of
Colour

Design
Ricardas Blazukas
Venue
Almakan Gallery
Services
Exhibition Curation
Production
Installation
Location & Year
Kuwait, 2015

Art Exhibition

‘Geometry of Colour’ is a collection
of abstract paintings, hand sketches
and cast sculptures exploring the
relationship of simple form and
colour.

The exhibited series are carefully
selected artworks from various
themed collections, produced
in the studio in the span of
2012-2015: Intuitive Geometry,
Notational Alphabet, I Ching
Chance Compositions and
Pyramid Sculptures.
This collection of work
summarizes two subjects the
studio is most passionate about
- geometry and colour. Each
collection is also influenced by
typography, graffiti, architecture
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and sculptural form. Combining
these elements together with
various art techniques the
presented body of work became a
celebration of bold visual art open
to viewers interpretation.

Defragmented Sadu

Defragmented
Sadu

Design
Ricardas Blazukas

Art Commissions

Sadu and Calligraphy inspired
artwork for a modern Diwaniya of a
private house in Kuwait.

Painting commission for a private
client in Kuwait to become a
centrepiece of a modern Diwaniya
space. The artwork takes
inspiration from a traditional
Kuwaiti Sadu pattern, which is
reinterpreted as a defragmented
composition with an emphasis on
vertical, horizontal and diagonal
directions. Moments within
the composition are created
to suggest a rhythm of Arabic
Caligraphy.

Client
Private
Media
Acrylic on Canvas
Size
W4.8 x H1.5 m
Services
Artwork Design
Production
Installation
Location & Year
Kuwait, 2018
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The London Brick Series

The London
Brick Series
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Sculpture

The London Brick Series

The London
Brick Series

Design
Ricardas Blazukas
In collaboration with
Boano Prišmontas
Client
Private Client
Services
Exhibition Design
Research
Content Curation
Project Supervision
Location & Year
Kuwait & UK, 2018

Sculpture

The uniformity of new London
developments have resulted in
‘cookie-cutter’ buildings; a multitude
of reassuring brick fabrics, or as Sir
Peter Cook calls it: creations of the
“biscuit boys” generation.

The London Brick series project
was initially conceived as part
of “Aidah”- an architectural
installation built for Dubai Design
Week 2017 in collaboration with
London-based architecture studio
Boano Prišmontas. We worked
closely to reinterpret, twist and
transform the iconic London Brick
using different materials and
manufacturing processes.
Our research focused on
disrupting the material qualities
of the brick, investigating and
experimenting with their porosity,
elegance, brightness, vividness,
elasticity, and colour, among
others. We aimed to transcend
the architectural and physical
properties of the real brick in
order to express its sculptural
qualities.
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The idea of making a “series”
comes from the premise that
bricks are not meant to be standalone objects. Like atoms, like
cells, like archetypes, they are
repeated and joined together until
they transform into something
else, a new object of a bigger
scale. Our research wanted to
celebrate this generative and
replicable quality, but at the same
time give each brick the status of
an art piece. The use of chemical
materials, such as foam and resin,
concurred to alter and deceive the
user’s expectations. Some bricks
look like the real thing but they
are actually very light squeezable
objects. They are sculptures in
disguise.

X/O Prints

X/O
Limited Edition
Prints

Design

Ricardas Blazukas

Client

The Brick at Almakan

Size

W59.4 x H84.1 cm

Services

Artwork Design

Location & Year
Kuwait, 2018

Art Commissions

Each creative soul resembles a
brick, each brick becomes part of the
growth of the creative culture in this
region. Therefore, creating a solid
base for the upcoming future.

Over the course of time, art has
always been closely linked to
social context, appearing in many
different forms with the majority
being displayed in galleries and
exhibitions. In this continuing
evolution, and with the societal
and technological developments,
poster art was given the room to
grow and stand out in terms of
social engagement, availability,
and impact. These are three
things that Almakan wishes
to embody in its promotion of
the art scene, regardless of the
undertaken changes.
The limited The ‘X / O’ posters
are a development of Ricardas
Blazukas’ personal style and a
tribute to the artist’s ‘Geometry of
Colour’ exhibition at Almakan in
2015. The presented compositions
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are part of Ricardas’ ongoing
aesthetic experiments where
circular shapes are composed
together to become expressive
geometries. This time the
artist plays with scale, colour
and repetition in search of the
qualities of urban visual language.
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